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	Name: Blake Drake
	Title: 2 of Spades, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Pragmatiste
	Faction: Leviathan
	Family: Drake
	Tulpa: The Dragon of Jet Tower
	Arts: Signature Weapon (Dragon’s Breath)Your Signature Weapon is a manifestation of your tulpa. You and your weapon are one. Your Signature Weapon is special, either possessing a new positive feature or losing a negative feature. Damaged signature equipment mends after you take a heal action from gaining veneration or resting for an extended period of time but not from heal actions coming from arts or other effects.The Leviathans are weapons. Whenever they summon forth their Signature Weapon, they also transform as if they had used Mr. Hyde to take on their monstrous form. When transformed, they gain the benefits of Signature Weapon in addition to the effects of Mr. Hyde, with their signature weapon being a manifestation of their new form: claws, spikes, fire breath, or some other phenomenon related to their new form.Lucky Star
You may reroll a single die after seeing the final result of a dramatic challenge during either your roll or an opponent’s opposed check against you. You must take this new result, even if it’s a worse outcome for you, unless you have additional uses of Lucky Star available and use them. You may use Lucky Star a number of times equal to your highest rank in a Prosperity art, per session.Signature ArmorYour Signature Armor is a manifestation of your tulpa. You and your armor are one. So long as you are alive, your armor cannot be destroyed. It can be damaged and no longer provide protection but cannot take harm that would destroy it. Your Signature Armor is special, either possessing a new positive feature or losing a negative feature. For example, a shield that isn’t vulnerable to gunshots or a jacket that is as resistant as a flak that is “concealed” because it looks like a normal trench coat. Damaged signature equipment mends after you take a heal action from gaining veneration or resting for an extended period of time, but not from heal actions coming from arts or other effects.A Drake’s scales always protect it regardless of what form it takes, giving their Signature Armor the concealed trait in addition to its normal benefits.
	Faction Benefits: Solidarity. While the Leviathans are solitary creatures by nature, they rally to each other’s defense when threatened. A Leviathan can count on backup against external danger from a number of allies equal to their social rank per season.
	Geasa: Craving: Taboo. Every Leviathan has a monstrous need for something reviled by the dominant culture.It is different for each family and sometimes for each individual Leviathan. Whatever they desire, it is something that would turn the stomach of the bravest hero. Whenever a Leviathan indulges in this terrible need, it satiates them for [11 – balance] days, unless specified below. This indulgence never truly satisfies them. They always remain hungry for more.Obligation: The Monster’s Lair. The Leviathan by choice or because they’ve been driven away must dwell in places isolated from where humans live. Under bridges, dark caves, abandoned castles. If the Leviathan tries to rest anywhere that is not worthy of being their lair, they do not gain the benefits of the heal action. If a human is intruding into their lair they are unable to rest.Craving: Drink the Tears. The Drake feed on loss. They have a terrible hunger for tragedy. It’s not enough for them to accumulate wealth, their gain must come at someone else's loss. Whether it’s a beloved family home, the separation of a loved one from those that love them, or the acquisition of a small business, dashing the former owner’s dreams. A Drake must feed in this way once every [11 – balance] weeks.Bane: Bard’s Black Arrow. The Drake’s action creates dragon slayers. Humans who have been wronged by a Drake and heroically take up arms are considered banes to a Drake.Transformation: Ivory Prison. To lose access to all arts when bound by a white material.


